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When I was applying for post-graduate training in the early 
2000s, organ transplantation was an innovative and growing 
niche in the field of medicine, particularly in China. The 
transplant volume in China ranked second in the world, 
and a number of attractive techniques were introduced and 
modified at that time. However, the Chinese transplant 
system has long been rebuked by the international 
transplant community because of the use of donor organs 
from executed prisoners. The organ transplant practices 
in China have been tightly governed since 2007, and the 
number of transplants performed has declined dramatically. 
In a sense, transplantation in China had lost its luster 
soon after it was gained. In October 2011, a paper entitled 
“Time for a boycott of Chinese science and medicine pertaining to 
organ transplantation” was published in The Lancet (1). The 
authors called for “a boycott on accepting papers at meetings, 
publishing papers in journals, and cooperating on research related 
to transplantation unless it can be verified that the organ source is 
not an executed prisoner.”

This “boycott” attitude of western countries has stifled 
the development of transplant science and medicine in 
China. Take scientific publications for instance (Figure 1):  
in 2012, there were 86.96 publications from American 

institutions per 1,000 cases of liver transplants in the 
United States, whereas there were 429.76 publications from 
Chinese institutions per 1,000 cases of liver transplants in 
China. However, only 8.69% of the Chinese publications 
were published in English language journals. In addition, 
23.4% of the studies were basic science research (4.8% 
in the United States). Importantly, only a few papers 
(10.2% in China versus 24.4% in the United States in 
2012) were published in major transplantation journals 
like American Journal of Transplantation, Transplantation, 
Liver Transplantation, and Transplantation Proceedings. There 
was no multicenter, randomized, controlled trials (RCTs) 
from China published in these journals during the period 
of 2000-2012 and only one single RCT was published in 
Transplantation Proceedings (2). More notably, there are no 
Chinese transplant centers involved in any global RCT 
study. Many researchers in China hesitate to conduct 
a clinical trial concerning deceased donors because the 
editorial decision of rejection based on ethical issues is 
anticipated. In addition, only a small number (usually one 
or two) of Chinese scholars are actively participating in 
scientific discussions at international conferences like the 
American Transplant Congress (ATC) or International Liver 
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Figure 1 Summary of publications concerning liver transplantation in China versus United States. (A) and (B) the number of liver 
transplants and corresponding publications; (C) the proportion of publications in English language in China; (D) the number of publications 
per 1000 cases of liver transplants; (E) and (F) publications or RCTs published in American Journal of Transplantation, Transplantation, Liver 
Transplantation, and Transplantation Proceedings. The calculations were based on data from Pubmed Database, Wanfang Databases, CLTR 
Database, and SRTR Database. Abbreviations: RCT, randomized, controlled trials; CLTR, China Liver Transplant Register; SRTR, 
Scientific Registry of Transplant Recipients.
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Transplantation Society (ILTS) annual meeting. Therefore, 
compared to the rapid development of other medical fields 
in China, the scientific advancement in the transplantation 
field has been very slow. The policy uncertainty and slow 
development in organ transplantation has resulted in a 
persistent reduction in the numbers of young medical 
students aspiring toward a career as a transplant physician 
or surgeon. All of these factors have partially contributed to 
poorer prognosis in our transplant patients as shown in the 
5-year patient survival rate of 57.3% in China compared to 
75.9% in the United States in 2010 (3,4).

In March 2011, the Chinese Ministry of Health and 
the Red Cross Society of China jointly initiated a pilot 
program for deceased organ donation from general citizens. 
Data from China Liver Transplant Register (CLTR) 
showed a rapid increase of deceased organ donation from 
non-prisoners in China after initiation of this program. 
More importantly, the Ministry of Health declared that 
the practice of organ donation from prisoners would be 
abandoned in the near future. This shift in policy will 
certainly affect many aspects of organ transplantation in 
China. For instance, the organ procurement organization 
(OPO) will play a key role in the new framework by 
coordinating organ donation and recovery from consenting 
donors. The China Organ Transplantation Response 
System (CORTS) will take the responsibility to allocate 
organs fairly and transparently. These new policies will 
ensure that the international standards for organ donation 
and transplantation will be followed in all transplant centers 
throughout the country.

In light of these new policy changes demonstrating 
a commitment to a more ethical organ donation and 
allocation system in China, the international transplant 
society should open its arms and welcome the Chinese 
transplant community back to its fraternity of innovative 
science and medical advancement. We need the professional 
advice and recommendations from Western countries, 
particularly in how to build a well-organized OPO, and 
how to define the characteristics and improve the quality of 
China Category III (donation after brain death followed by 
cardiac death) donor organs. It is time for the international 

society to open all the scientific and medical exchange 
channels. This will facilitate a larger number of young 
transplant specialists being sent to world-class transplant 
centers for training in the latest transplant techniques. This, 
in turn, will foster more cooperation between China and 
other countries, both in clinical and basic science research 
to advance the field of transplantation worldwide. More 
well-designed multicenter RCT studies concerning the 
special issues in China will be conducted, thus facilitating 
an increase in the number and quality of publications from 
Chinese transplant centers. Talented medical students will 
once again be attracted back to the transplantation field. 
All of these factors combined will help to advance the field 
of transplantation and ultimately improve the outcomes 
of transplant recipients worldwide. We believe that China 
will become one of the most important contributors to the 
future progress of transplantation science. Now is the time 
for organ transplantation in China to brush off its tainted 
past and regain its former luster!
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